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DISPOSABLE SERVICE *
Utility that will kill every
process that is running
or open that has "diablo"
in its name or is infected
with F-Secure classified
file. * DISPOSABLE
SERVICE * Utility that
will remove all keys and
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values that malware
placed in the Windows
Registry. * DISPOSABLE
SERVICE * Utility that
will scan all available
disk(s) for infected files.
* DISPOSABLE SERVICE *
Utility that will change
value in the Windows
Registry. * DISPOSABLE
SERVICE * Utility that
will add entries to the
Windows Registry. *
DISPOSABLE SERVICE *
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Utility that will update
the Windows HOSTS file.
* DISPOSABLE SERVICE *
Utility that will scan all
files for infection in the
file system on all
available disk(s). *
DISPOSABLE SERVICE *
Utility that will remove
all startup entries for
EXE files that malware
added to the system. *
DISPOSABLE SERVICE *
Utility that will notify via
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e-mail whenever F-
Secure Anti- Virus
detects new file. *
DISPOSABLE SERVICE *
Utility that will delete all
infected files. *
DISPOSABLE SERVICE *
Utility that will change
values in the Windows
Registry, including
values of EXE files and
startup keys of EXE files.
* DISPOSABLE SERVICE *
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F-Force is a highly
configurable multi-
purpose utility for
disinfecting computers
infected with malware
(and cleaning infected
computers). The
malware infection can
be disinfected by killing
all malicious processes
(spyware, Trojan-spy
viruses, backdoors) and
removing malicious key
values from the Startup
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Registry section. The
removal of malicious
values from the Startup
section can be achieved
by refusing all infected
computers to startup,
disabling the on-access
scans, and by refusing
to the on-access scans
to be performed when
the system is running. In
order to work properly
the F-Force utility needs
at least one of the
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following programs or
related libraries to be
installed on a malicious
computer: - IDA
(Instrumentation
Development
Environment) - WinDbg
aa67ecbc25
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F-Force Malware Disinfection

--------------------------- F-
Force is a utility that
disinfects computers
that have been infected
by known variants of the
following malware:
Agobot (Backdoor.Win32
.Agobot) Aimbot (Backdo
or.Win32.Aimbot) Bagle 
(Email-
Worm.Win32.Bagle,
except.N,.O,.P,.Q,.R
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variants) Bozori (Net-
Worm.Win32.Bozori)
Codbot (Backdoor.Win32
.Codbot) Dumaru (Email-
Worm.Win32.Dumaru)
Fanbot (Backdoor.Win32
.Fanbot) Forbot
(Backdoor.Win32.Forbot)
IRCBot (Backdoor.Win32.
IRCBot) Mitglieder (Troja
n-
Proxy.Win32.Mitglieder
or Trojan-
Spy.Win32.Mitglieder)
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Mydoom (Email-
Worm.Win32.Mydoom)
Mytob (Net-
Worm.Win32.Mytob)
Netsky (Email-
Worm.Win32.NetSky)
Padobot (Net-
Worm.Win32.Padobot)
Poebot (Backdoor.Win32
.Poebot) Rbot
(Backdoor.Win32.Rbot)
SDBot
(Backdoor.Win32.SdBot)
Spybot (P2P-
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Worm.Win32.Spybot)
Wootbot (Backdoor.Win3
2.Wootbot) Zafi (Email-
Worm.Win32.Zafi) In
addition the F-Force
utility detects EICAR test
file. The F-Force utility
might be able to
disinfect computers that
are infected with new
variants of these
backdoors and worms,
however disinfection will
only work if these
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variants are detected
generically by AVP
engine. The F-Force
utility disinfects
Windows HOSTS file by
removing entries that
were added by malware.
In addition the utility
automatically restores
the default EXE file
startup string in case it
was modified by
malware. The F-Force
utility creates
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What's New In F-Force Malware Disinfection?

- ---------------------------------
----------------------------------
----- Hi, my name is Max
and I'm a youth circus
artist based out of
Houston, Texas. I first
learned circus when I
was about 10-years-old,
and my dream was
always to perform in
circuses and festivals,
but it wasn't until I was
about 18 that I realized
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how much I want to be a
professional performer.
I've been working in
circuses since and I'm a
professional performer
with the Big Apple
Circus. I've been
performing for the last 7
years and I'm proud to
say that I've done many
things... I have
performed hundreds of
shows and many
festivals with Big Apple
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Circus, Ringling Bros.
Barnum and Bailey
Circus, and headlining. I
have won many awards
throughout my career
and my show, Big Apple
Circus Next Generation,
has been nominated for
2014 Best Circus
Internationally and 2015
Best Circus in the World.
In college, I competed
and won many awards
at the IHS. I am also a
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member of The Circus
Guild. I have been a part
of festivals in
Washington, D.C.,
Pahoa, Hawaii, Freeport,
Maine, Bar Harbor,
Baltimore, and... Hi, I'm
David Conlan and I have
been performing since
age 4. I always loved
performing from day one
and I even appeared in
the many touring
circuses and festivals I
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was in. I began making
my way on American
stages about 10 years
ago when I started out in
the Ringling Bros. and
Barnum and Bailey
Circus. I worked my way
up the ranks and
eventually became a
lead performer, first in
the lion taming act, then
the comedy/physical
comedy act, and now I
have become a clown.
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Currently I... Living in
Canada, I wasn't able to
see a circus until a few
years ago. I was
extremely excited
because they are not
very prevalent here. I
had never been to a
circus before and I was
very skeptical of what I
was going to see.
However, once I was in
the tent, everything
came together. I saw
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everything I had hoped
to see and more. For
example, in the clown
car there was a member
of the Gunslingers that
kept trying to hook me,
and when I saw him
later I discovered... I was
born in Edinburg, Texas,
on July 13th. I have
always wanted to be a
Clown. When I was a
young kid, I would go to
circuses and, from the
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circus,
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System Requirements For F-Force Malware
Disinfection:

-Windows OS (XP, Vista,
7 or 8) -Browser Firefox
3+ -Chrome 5+ -Internet
Explorer 8+ Includes:
-3D Pose Tracking
-Rotation Sensitivity Off
(or reduce sensitivity)
-"Relax" option -Overlap
filtering -No recording or
saving to database -User
Options -User Guide
-Shared folders -Online
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